In this paper, we first form a method to calculate the probability generating function of the total progeny of multitype branching process. As examples, we calculate probability generating function of the total progeny of the multitype branching processes within random walk which could stay at its position and (2-1) random walk. Consequently, we could give the probability generating functions and the distributions of the hitting time of corresponding random walks.
Introduction

Motivation
Let {X n } be a simple random walk, that is, {X n } is a Markov chain with initial value 0 and transitional probability P (X n+1 = X n + 1|X n , ..., X 0 ) = p = 1 − P (X n+1 = X n + 1|X n , ..., X 0 ), where 0 < p < 1. Define T = inf[n > 0 : X n = 1] the hitting time of position 1. One follows, for example from reflection principle, that P (T = 2n + 1) = 1 2n + 1
Also one has that the probability generating function of T, ζ(s) := E(s T ) = 1 − 1 − 4pqs 2 2qs , |s| < 1.
For the specific calculation of (1) and (2) , see for example, Strook [8] . Next, we consider some more general random walk.
I). Random walk with stay
Suppose that {X n } is a random walk which could stay at its position with positive probability 0 < r < 1, that is, P (X n+1 = X n + 1|X n , ..., X 0 ) = p, P (X n+1 = X n − 1|X n , ..., X 0 ) = q and P (X n+1 = X n |X n , ..., X 0 ) = r where p, q, r > 0 and p + q + r = 1. We call {X n } a random walk with stay.
II). (2-1) random walk
Suppose q 1 , q 2 > 0 and p > 0 are three numbers such that q 1 + q 2 + p = 1. Let {X n } be a Markov chain, starting from 0, with transition probabilities P (X n+1 = X n − l|X n , ..., X 0 ) = q l , l = 1, 2; P (X n+1 = X n + 1|X n , ..., X 0 ) = p.
We call such {X n } an (2-1) random walk.
III). (L-R) random walk
Let Λ := {−L, ..., R}/{0} where L and R are two positive integers and let p l , l ∈ Λ be positive numbers such that l∈Λ p l = 1. Suppose {X n } is a Markov Chain with initial value 0 and transition probabilities P (X n+1 = X n + l|X n , ..., X 0 ) = p l , l ∈ Λ. We call such {X n } a random walk with bounded jumps or simply an (L-R) random walk.
For the random walks described above, we also define
Stimulated by (1) and (2), one natural question is, could we give the distribution of T and calculate its probability generating function ζ(s)? In general, for the random walks described above, it is hard to give the distribution and the probability generating function of T. Indeed, in the literatures we are aware of, no such result was given. We note that in [9, 4, 5, 6] , the authors revealed the intrinsic branching structures within random walk with stay, (L-1) random walk, (1-R) random walk, and (L-R) random walk. The branching structure for simple random walk was given in Kesten Kozlov and Spitzer [7] . In the above mentioned literatures, it has been found that the first passage time T could be expressed in terms of the total progeny of the branching process. For simple random walk, the branching process is of single type, while for the other cases, the corresponding branching process is of multitype.
For general random walk, though it's hard to tell the distribution of T there are good news. Since the first passage time could be expressed in terms of the total progeny of branching process, once we give the distribution of the total progeny of multitype branching process, the distribution of T follows.
For the single type Galton-Watson process, the probability generating function of the total progeny could be found in Dwass [1, 2] and also in Feller [3] .
In this paper, we first study the distribution of the total progeny of multitype branching process. We give a method to calculate the probability generating function of the total progeny. As two examples, we calculate probability generation functions of the total progeny of the multitype branching process within (2-1) random walk and random walk with stay. Consequently, we could calculate the probability generating function of T explicitly. Especially, for the multitype branching process within the random walk with stay , in critical case, we show that, the tail probability of the total progeny decays as
Thus, we show that the tail probability of the hitting time T decays as
for some constant 0 < C 2 < ∞ when n → ∞.
We remark that for general (L-R) random walk, since the branching structure was revealed in Hong-Wang [5] , the probability generating function of T follows similarly as that of (2-1) random walk and random walk with stay. But the branching structure involves a (1 + ... + L)(1 + ... + R)-type branching process. We do not contain such tedious calculation in this paper.
The main results
Let L be a positive integer. Suppose that p i (·), i = 1, ..., L are probability measures on Z L + , with Z + = {0, 1, 2, ...}. Let {Z n } ∞ n=0 be an L-type Galton-Watson process with the offspring distributions
+ with the i-th component 1 and all the others 0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ L define
being the probability generating function of Z 1 given Z 0 = e i . Introduce
being the total progeny of the first n generations of {Z n }. Let Y := lim n→∞ Y n , the total progeny of the branching process, possibly being ∞. Define generating function of Y n
∂s (j) . Then it is known that M := (m i,j ) ∈ R L×L is the offspring matrix of {Z n }. Let π (i) = P (Z n = 0 for some n|Z 0 = e i ) being the extinction probabilities. It will be convenient to introduce the vector notations
For simplicity, we write
Vectors are always in bold and v (i) always means the i-th component of vector v. But as the branching process is involved, we do not use bold symbol. For example, Z n means the n-th generation and Y is the total progeny of the branching process. They are all vectors.
Condition 1 Suppose that φ(s) are not linear functions of s (1) , ..., s (L) and that M n 0 ≫ 0 (all entry of M n 0 are positive) for some integer n 0 ≥ 1.
Remark 1 Let σ be the eigenvalue of M with largest magnitude. Under Condition 1, one follows from Frobenius theorem that σ is real and positive. Let π be the smallest solution of u = φ(u). It's known that π is the extinction probability of the multitype branching process {Z n } and π = 1 or ≪ 1 according as σ ≤ 1, or σ > 1.
Theorem 1 Suppose that Condition 1 holds. Then the limit ρ(s) := lim n→∞ G n (s) exists and for fixed s, ρ(s) is the unique solution of equation
Moreover, if σ ≤ 1, then ρ(s) is an honest probability generating function.
Remark 2 Suppose σ ≤ 1. Then the process {Z n } is extinct and ρ(s) is a probability generating function. As the limit of {G n }, ρ(s) is the probability generating function of Y, that is,
As application of Theorem 1, we study two special 2-type branching process which are connected with random walk with stay and (2-1) random walk respectively.
Theorem 2 Let {Z n } n≥0 be a 2-type branching process with offspring distributions
where p, q, r > 0 and p
Moreover, if p = q = 1−r 2 and P (Z 0 = e 1 ) = 1 then
At last, if we replace (5) by
Remark 3 The branching process {Z n } determined by (4) and (5) corresponds to branching structure for random walk with stay and the one determined by (4) and (8) corresponds to branching structure for (2-1) random walk.
Since the hitting time T of random walk could be expressed in terms of the total progeny Y of the branching process. We study the distribution and generation of random walk in the following theorems.
Theorem 3 Suppose {X n } is a random walk with stay and that q ≤ p. Let T be its first passage time of position 1. Then
Theorem 4 Suppose that {X n } is a (2-1) random walk and that p − q 1 − 2q 2 ≥ 0. Let h(u) be the probability generating function of the first passage time T. Then g(s) := sh(s) is the smallest real solution of equation
Remark 4 Results for random walk with stay look more satisfied. We give explicitly the probability generating function of T, and calculate its tail probability. Indeed, in the proof of the theorem, we do give its exact distribution P (T = n). As far as (2-1) random walk is concerned, we could also solve equation (9) to get the probability generating function h(s) of T and expand h(s) to give its exact distribution. But since the root is complicated, we omit such calculation. We mention that for general (L-R) random walk, in a similar method one could use the branching structure to give the probability generating function of T. Of course, in this general case, the root for equation u = φ(u) will be complicated.
The remainder part of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 is a short introduction of the branching structure within random walk with stay and (2-1) random walk. Section 3 contains the proofs of the above theorems.
Branching structures within random walks
In this section, we introduce the branching structure within random walk with stay and (2-1) random walk. Firstly, consider random walk with stay. Recall that T = inf[n > 0 : X n = 1] is the hitting time of position 1. Let
and for i ≤ 0 define
counting the number of steps by the walk from i to i−1 and the steps from i to i itself respectively. Then it has been shown that U
is a 2-type branching process. We summarize the branching structure of random walk with stay {X n } in the following theorem. For details of the proof, we refer the reader to Wang [9] and Zeitouni [10] .
Theorem A: Let {X n } be a random walk with stay. If q ≤ p, then
defined in (10) and (11) forms a 2-type branching process. Its offspring distributions are
i+1 = (0, 1) = 1.
Moreover the hitting time T could be expressed by the branching process as
i .
Next, consider (2-1) random walk. Let T = inf[n > 0 :
and set U
1 , U
Then we have the following theorem, whose proof could be find in Hong and Wang [4] .
defined in (12) and (13) forms a 2-type branching process with offspring distributions
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1
We claim that for n ≥ 0, G n+1 (s) = sφ(G n (s)) with G 0 (s) := s. Indeed, note that G
Repeating the above procedure for n times, it follows that G (i)
The claim is proved.
For 0 ≪ s ≪ 1, one easily sees that G 1 (s) = sφ(s) ≪ s = G 0 (s). Then one follows from induction that {G n (s)} is monotone decreasing in n. Consequently, the limit ρ(s) := lim n→∞ G n (s) exists and ρ(s) satisfies equation
Next we show that for fixed 0 ≪ s ≪ 1, equation (3) has only one solution. Suppose π is the smallest nonnegative root of equation
That is π is the extinction probability of the branching process. Then π ≪ 1 or = 1 according as σ ≤ 1 or > 1. From equation (3) we know that
Noting that, as a function of
Thus the solution of (3) is unique. Letting s = 1 in (14) one follows that ρ(1) = π. Then ρ(s) is an honest probability generating function if and only if σ ≤ 1.
Proof of Theorem 2
As beginning, we prove the first part. From the offspring distributions (4) and (5), one follows that (2) and that
Next we form the probability generating function of the total progeny Y. We note that Condition 1 does not hold since the particles of the second type does not give offsprings. But this causes no problem to use Theorem 1 since the conditions on the mean offspring matrix M are only used to ensure the extinction of the branching process. Indeed, one follows from (4) that
Thus, if q ≤ p, π = 1, that is, the branching process {Z n } is extinct and P (Y < ∞) = 1. Let ρ (i) (s) = E(s Y |Z 0 = e i ), i = 1, 2 and ρ(s) = (ρ (1) (s), ρ (2) (s)). Then One follows from Theorem 1 that ρ(s) solves the equation
Consequently,
.
The first part of Theorem 2 follows. For the proof of the second part, letting p = q = 1−r 2 in (6), one follows that if P (Z 0 = e 1 ) = 1, the probability generation function of Y is
, |u| < 1 be the probability generating function of |Y |. Then one sees that
Suppose that β(u) = β 0 + β 1 u + β 2 u 2 + ...β n u n + ... and define for n ≥ 0, θ n = β n+1 + β n+2 + ....
Then θ n = P (|Y | > n). Therefore, to prove (7), it is enough to show that
For this purpose, define
One follows that
In order to prove (15), we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1 For n ≥ 0, let a n (x) = 
Proof. Note that
Then using the fact 2 π
we have that (Part I) of (17) is smaller than
and (Part II) of (17) is smaller than 2 π
Denoting (18) by f (n), we have that
On the other hand,
Then (17), (19) and (20) imply that
A similar argument yields that
The lemma is proved.
Next we continue the proof of Theorem 2. Note that
Substituting to (16), we have that θ 0 = 1 and
Using Lemma 1, one follows that
which proves (15). The third part of Theorem 2 could be found in the proof of Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 3
Let {X n } be a random walk with stay. Comparing the branching process {Z n } in Theorem 2 and {(U
n )} n≤1 in Theorem B (see Section 2), if P (Z 0 = e 1 ) = 1 one follows that T has the same distribution with
Letting η(u) := E(u T +1 ), then
Define α n = P (T ≥ n) and let α(u) = ∞ n=0 α n u n . Similar as (16) we have that
Following the lines of the proof of the second part of Theorem 2, replacing r 2 by 2r − 1, we could prove that
Proof of Theorem 4
We only give the idea of the proof since it is similar as that of Theorem 3. Let {X n } be a (2-1) random walk. Suppose U
(1)
is the process defined in Theorem B (see Section 2).
Let Z n = (Z
n , Z
n ) = (U
−n+1 , U
−n+1 ) and Y = ∞ n=0 Z n . Then one follows from Section 2, Theorem B that T = 2Y
(1) + Y (2) − 1.
It is easy to calculate that φ(s) = (φ (1) (s), φ (2) (s)) = p 1 − q 1 s (1) − q 2 s (2) , ps (1) 1 − q 1 s (1) − q 2 s (2) .
Then one follows from Theorem 1 that ρ(u) = (ρ (1) (u), ρ (2) (u)) is the smallest real solution of ρ = uφ(ρ).
That is, (ρ (1) (u), ρ (2) (u)) satisfies (ρ (1) , ρ (2) ) = pu (1) 1 − q 1 ρ (1) − q 2 ρ (2) , pu (2) ρ ( Theorem 4 is proved.
